
   

Hemanth Rao
The Chemsex Art Project is inspired by the 
gay scene and working as a doctor in A&E 
and psychiatric hospitals. Many gay men use 
apps to meet for sex, often accompanied by 
drugs like viagra, GHB, Ketamine, Mephra-
drone, and Crystal, sometimes injected. The 
aim is ecstasy and escape but the men I see 
and treat at work often have psychosis, 
depression, hepatitis and HIV.
hemanth_rao@hotmail.com

Lucy Springall 
I explore the physical and psychological real-
ities of mental health and its relationship with 
the body. Self comforting repetitive behaviours 
are expressed through large-scale perform-
ative mark-making which both confronts the 
viewer and empowers the performer. This is 
contrasted with the shame and vulnerability 
expressed by the human form, where ambigu-
ity reflects the derealisation of self.
www.lucyspringall.com 
lucyspringall@hotmail.com

Olivia O’Sullivan
The train gives me a singular space to think, 
observe, look out from, and see my own and 
others’ lives reflected in constantly shifting 
light. My series of drawings are multiple  
moments, glimpses, people, going to and fro 
with me, a pale image in the window of my 
south east London train. 
www.oliviaosullivanartist.co.uk 
olivia.osullivan@btinternet.com 

Emma Maitland 
I am drawn to the subtle traces left by people 
during their everyday activities, which are 
sometimes deliberate but mostly unintentional. 
My collages, assembled using repeated  
manual and digital processes, are inspired 
by the visual impact of these marks and the 
intriguing questions they pose about those  
who made them. 
emmamaitland.com
 

Joan Lamont 
The crack exists on many levels. The after-
math of a major earthquake became my  
childhood playground. Yet it’s the internal 
seismic shifts which invite exploration. While 
engaging intimately with the fabric of the 
environment I attempt to catch a momentary 
glimpse of what’s hidden in plain sight. 
joenee3@gmail.com 

Kath Russell 
Ancient stone heads are the starting point 
for my work. They have mass and solidity, 
and yet are strange and mysterious relics of 
lost worlds. In order to explore this contrast 
I experiment with isolated features from the 
heads, and cast them in different settings.  
kathrussell46@gmail.com
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Emma Parker 
In my work I explore the “Shadow Self”, the 
darker aspect of the human condition. By 
experimenting with different materials and 
reforming them though an intuitive process,  
I respond to emerging characters and let 
them form their own narrative. These  
characters tell the story of the uncanny, the  
mischievous, the awkward and the strange. 
The familiar unfamiliar that lies beneath. 
www.emmaparkerartist.co.uk

Maggie Memory 
My work is inspired by the unique connective 
cell structure of natural organisms. Using 
paint, paper, plaster, fabric and thread I have 
developed abstractions which explore concepts 
pertaining to cognitive impairment caused by 
the fracturing of connections and the depletion 
of brain cells. I invite the viewer to consider 
the fragility of the threads which underpin our 
relationships and mortality.
mightymorg@gmail.com

Helen Pearce
I am interested in the way that traces of  
human activity are etched onto the earth’s 
surface. The vast, geometric patterns  
revealed by satellite images are the starting 
point for my mixed media works on paper, 
which incorporate minerals, precious metals 
and organic materials. Texture, layering, and 
repetitive action are all important elements of 
my practice. 
www.helen-pearce.com 
 
 Viv Pegram 
Grey inner London; but its people, buildings, 
lifestyles and history are vivid. I try to convey 
the layers and accretions of urban life - the 
excitement, the dreariness, the hopes, the 
tensions - primarily through colour and mark, 
paring down to the essence of the mood. 
vivienpegram.com
vpegram@hotmail.com

Tammy Smith 
I work as a freelance digital artist in visual 
effects, creating surface deep, pixel perfect, 
beautiful images. By contrast my current 
art practice explores randomness and the 
physicality of surfaces and objects. In order 
to recreate new narratives and embrace the 
accidental.  
www.tammysmithartist.com

Wolfgang S. Woerner
These pieces are an accumulation of small 
ink drawings, combining and editing images, 
extreme scale shifts, digital transformations, 
reprographic transfer to fabric, tearing and 
mending, pinning and stitching, undoing and 
redoing. These actions attempt to materialize 
the experience of a baggage of ideas,  
influences, expectations and values projected 
by others, and the struggle to reject them.
wolfysjourney@gmail.com

Emiko Yamaguchi  
My current works evolve with influences and 
ever-changing identities in self-portraiture, 
perceptions and transferred biographies as a 
Feminist. Time travelling in search of strong 
female protagonists: ancient empress, female 
samurai, Biblical heroine or Baroque painter. I 
revere and identify with those in Eastern and 
Western myths, legends, history of how they 
were written, performed, depicted and  
forgotten; now re-birthed. 
emiko.yamaguchi1@gmail.com

Bette Laing 
My project this year was to learn in depth  
about silverpoint drawing techniques. I wanted 
to use the delicate lines of this Renaissance 
technique, which is both time-consuming and 
exacting, but in a contemporary way. Silver, 
gold, brass and copper wire and objects are 
used to create a harmony of flowing lines and 
shapes accentuated by colour and gold leaf.
Bette.Laing@AndersonLaing.com
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Maggie Hale
Using collage and acrylic paint I explore the 
notion of ‘Edgelands’ - those scrappy,  
untended spaces of wild nature found in 
towns and cities which, for me, hold a promise 
of mystery and possibility. Following the idea 
has nudged me from figurative work towards 
abstraction to capture my experiences.
maggielovellhale@gmail.com

Deborah Crosby
Focusing on an image of the Dorset coastline 
and making graphite rubbings from Portland 
stone, I interpret the landscape in various ways. 
I deconstruct by identifying the essential marks 
and lines within them.  Using collage,  
printmaking and paint, I take the newly found 
marks and lines and build upon them to create 
dynamic new spaces.
deborah.crosby@zen.co.uk

city lit fine art course 
exhibition 
19-24 July 2016 
 
Welcome to the City Lit Fine Art Course Exhibition which celebrates 
completion of the two year course by 27 students in June 2016. 

Although this is a group show, it is very much about individuality:  
within the course framework we have all explored and developed 
our fine art practice in our own unique way and this is reflected in the 
extraordinary diversity of the work on display. 

Our warmest thanks go to all the tutors who have given us so much 
generous guidance and encouragement over the past year -  
Chris Hough, Tony Hull, John Ros, Lucinda Oestreicher,  
Kath Castillo and Angel Daden - and we would also like to thank  
all at Espacio Gallery for hosting our exhibition.  

For most of us this is the first time that we have exhibited our work 
- we are proud of what we have achieved and hope that you enjoy 
viewing our show as much as we enjoyed creating it.

Exhibition curated by Chris Hough and Tony Hull

Catalogue design: Olivia O’Sullivan 
Co-ordination: Emma Maitland and Hemanth Rao  
Front cover image: Tammy Smith 
Information about City Lit Fine Art course: c.hough@citylit.ac.uk 

Toshiko Banton
I am constantly fascinated by the shapes of 
trees, the pattern of bark and  the way that 
trees grow. They give me a sense of peace 
and tranquillity, reminding me of the natural 
cycles of birth, life, death and the continuity of 
human life.     
toshikobantonblog.com

Linda Black
I begin without an idea (sometimes, a black 
and white image). I do not need to know the 
outcome; a clarity of non-intent, following the 
thread – hand, eye, the internalised visual 
store, a palette which leads the way unfolds 
instinctively. A glimpse – a detail, a  
fabrication, a digression; mood, sense,  
emotion. Let us stop here for a while,  
let us focus.
www.lindaroseblack.com

Keta Bradley 
My interests are extensive. They include the 
past, present and future, the here and now, 
Impulsive responses, freedom, experimenting, 
embracing outcomes even the comical and 
developing ways to communicate in a variety 
of mediums, techniques and colour.
ketafemail@gmail.com

Lizzie Boyle
We all experience mood variance and energy 
levels at different rates and intensity over 
a lifetime. I am exploring the movement of 
thought processes, the depth of lows and the 
bright highlights that life unravels in cyclical 
tides. Pushing paint, creating texture and 
attempting overall harmony is on-going. 
liizzie.boyle@btinternet.com

LInda Gold 
As an Australian living in London, I miss the 
intense Australian light on the sandstone 
foreshores and cliffs of my home on Sydney 
Harbour. My work is a reflective journey from 
memory, sketches and photographs, I impose  
a personal colour choice and direct paint  
application to capture the dynamism of light  
and texture of this landscape. 
Lindagoldceramics@hotmail.com

Judy Greenway
I am inspired by rundown places in the city, 
and the detritus of urban life. Decaying 
brickwork, peeling paint, faded signs, torn  
flyposters, discarded packaging, all carry the 
messy traces of their past. In my prints and 
collages I explore such signs of loss and 
change, often using found materials that 
exemplify these processes.
jgreenway21@hotmail.com

Munisha Gupta 
My paintings are a medium for sharing and 
documenting my experiences and emotions 
for the places I have visited. I love working 
with oil paints and putting down layers of thin 
glazes and rubbing them out. The process 
makes me travel back in time, revisit that 
place and experience it over and over again 
in my head.
munishag11@gmail.com 
www.munishagupta.com

Joan Higgins 
My prints are inspired by natural forms and 
textures – fossils, roots, moss, rock and water. 
They capture their earthiness and fluidity, as 
well as the hard edges. I have used non toxic 
materials, with deeply bitten etching plates 
and colour viscosity printing, to emphasise 
their three dimensional qualities. 
jmhiggins2@btinternet.com
www.printsonpaper.co.uk 
 

Louise French
The waist-high sockets, defunct alarm systems, 
and layered walls of a 1970s flat are relics of 
forgotten lives, and a mess of line, colour and 
textures. Using the tools and ‘muscle memory’ 
of the repetitive movements of renovation – 
stripping, scraping, ripping, filling, rolling and 
measuring – I attempt to transfer the energy of 
working with house-building materials to other 
physical forms.  
louettamay@yahoo.com.au

Ascianna Khereddin Kdaimati 
Through collage I deal with process and time. 
I use my photos and other images that are 
pertinent to the story I wish to tell. Rather than 
figurative, I want the unveiled narrative to be 
a representation of the vast possibilities within 
our daily experiences.
pisckka@gmail.com

159 Bethnal Green Road 
London, E2 7DG


